
	

	 	

Compatible with  
Sonatest	Prisma	(UT,	PAUT,	TOFD)	 
Sonatest	Veo	(UT,	PAUT,	TOFD)	 
Olympus	Omniscan	MX	(EC,	UT,	PAUT,	TOFD)	 
Olympus	Omniscan	MX2	(EC,	UT,	PAUT,	TOFD)	 
Olympus	Omniscan	SX	(EC,	UT,	PAUT,	TOFD)	 
Olympus	Vanta	(XRF)	 
Eddyfi	Lyft	(PEC)	 
Eddyfi	Reddy	(EC)	 
GE	Mentor	(EC,	UT,	PAUT)	 
Carestream	Radiography,	desktop	solutions	(RT)	 
GE	Radiography,	desktop	solutions	(RT)	 
Zetec	Topaz	(UT,	PAUT)	 
SIUI	Supor	(UT,	PAUT,	TOFD)	 
Doppler	Phascan	(UT,	PAUT,	TOFD)	 
Bruker	X-ray	fluorescence	(XRF)	 
Optim	Camera		
And	more…	 
	

Benefits 
 
Always keep your “setup f i le” up to date 
Nubitus automatically receives data from the office 
 
Avoid losing your data  
Nubitus immediately sends data to a secured server 
 
Stop losing time at managing fi les  
No laptop required to send data to your office 
 
Avoid losing t ime searching for fi les  
Nubitus allows to search files based on a GPS location 
 
Start analyzing at the office while you are inspecting 
Nubitus automatically sends data in real time 
 
Avoid bad inspection fi le made with obsolete 
configuration 
Nubitus sends and receives settings or inspection data 
 
Let your instrument step in the connected 4.0 
industry 
Nubitus works with any instrument with a USB port 
 
Do not be forced to buy a proprietary cloud solution  
Nubitus works with the server of your choice 
 

Nubitus  

is a connected tool which automates NDT fi le 
management on any inspection instrument 
equipped with a USB port. Easy to use, the 
Nubitus receives updated configurations 
from your office and transfers acquired data  
automatical ly  on your own private server or 
cloud solution without any manipulation. 
(Compression encryption and GPS tagging 
options)		

	



	

 Nubitus key  NDT server & cloud integration   Unit 
16GB 32GB 64GB  Basic Regular Premium NDT full  

package 
 Value 

*16 GB nubitus Key X         499.99 
*32 GB nubitus Key  X   X X X X  599.99 
*64 GB nubitus Key   X       649.99 

Nubitus App      X X X X  FREE 
Electronic documentation support     X X X X  FREE 
Full integration by nubitus team to your 
own solution  
(FTP, VPN, propriety cloud) 

    X X    719.99 

Nubitus care 
(Full repair - usage in normal condition)	

     X X X  299.99 

Access to the key’s new features      X X X  50-250 
Training       X X X  359.99 
Premium support  
(Online and offline support) 

     X X X  1799.99 

BOX account (box.yourdomain.com)        X   239.99 
Full integration by nubitus team to your 
new BOX account  
(All support included) 

      X   719.99 

Workpad account 
(Nubitus NDT cloud program) 

       X  Ask 

**Price f irst year 499,99 599,99 649,99  924,95 2684.95 3144,95 Ask  4190+  
**Price for fol lowing years 0 0 0  0 1274.95 1514.95 Ask   

* Volume prices available (3 keys and more) 
** All prices are in US dollars 


